Powers of
Onement - 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for
Onement
Masters discovered this....will
you?

September 25, 2022
New Moon - 4:52:22 CDT

STILL MOVEMENT!
Harvest time continues. During harvesting we not only reap from our harvest, we share our
harvest with others, and we give thanks to the Great One who has provided us the means to be the
gardeners and reapers of our gardens of life.
Last month I spoke about harvesting seeds for future planning as well, and hope you consider
those kernels and bring them along into this month. What is it we are to harvest throughout this
lunar cycle?
This month begins a very sacred time of harvesting. It is an opportunity to enter the realms
of mystical contemplation and explore the deeper realms of your inner sanctuary. Do you truly want
to know more about Passion, Joy, and Ecstacy? Then perhaps this month can assist. It is the month
of STILL MOVEMENT!
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Ivy brings us a great deal to contemplate for sure. It’s number is 11
and provides us several messages: Universal Completion on all levels. The
Hidden Knower. Knowledge of Knowing. Spiritual, Intuitive, Creative.
The Law of Cause and Effect. It is a Master Number: Mastering
Illumination; Have awakened to realities that there is a cause and effect in
all that we do. Now utilizing intuition to move through life. May/May not
help others (depending on ability to realize the level of wisdom one has).
Urgency to complete and move on.
We also know it has a connection with the Hebrew Letter, Lamed,
which means, “To be Instructed,” or “To Instruct.” It’s Hebrew Symbol is
an Ox Goad. Something that holds the head of the ox in order to direct it toward an intention. Often
we know the Oxen is used to pull the plow that tills the soil for seeds to be planted. (Thus, holding
our mind steady so it does not drift into fantasy realms and cause a false or non-desired growth of
our seeds).
Ivy is also associated with the Zodiac sign of Libra. We see this as a messenger of
relationships, balance, justice and fairness. This month, we are going to use Ivy in its highest
intention: the relationship with our Soul.
With all of this in mind, let’s form our vision, and set our minds on the state of contemplation
for this month. The vision is our inner sanctuary. The sacred place our Soul holds sovereignty
(supreme authority). Is it a temple, a castle, a mystical room filled with pale, fluidic color of
luminous light? Does it have objects within it? If you don’t have an image, do create one. It always
helps our personal mind and feelings as we guide ourselves into a higher intention through
contemplation and meditation.
During the first half of the month, allow your meditation and contemplation time to be one
of imaging your entrance into the sacred place of your soul. Reflect to this special aspect of yourself
all that you realize you have learned in this last year. Bring a vision of offerings to your soul; for this
aspect of yourself carries your wisdom well beyond this lifetime. Reveal what you have learned and
how you cultivated the seeds of your intentions this past year. Reveal how you have grown from
what you have learned about yourself and the overall picture of human life. Reveal your challenges
as well; for they have meaning to your soul and the journey of this incarnation.
Remember, there is nothing good and nothing bad in the reality of the Soul/Divine. When
you are sharing the seeds you have cultivated and reaped from, be sure to share your challenges you
have endured. Express your emotions sad and joyful, fearful and delighted. Express what you felt
or believe are your failures and successes. You are revealing to your soul-self a great journey of
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experiences and expressions. Some are filled with great passion; others began with passion and
ended in indifference. Some revealed joy; others were deeply joyless. You had experiences you
where you felt true ecstasy and others were deep and unmoving apathetic expressions. Your soul
awaits your report. How have you experienced and expressed throughout this year. What seeds did
you plant and cultivate. What seeds are you bringing to the altar of your Soul? What do you want
to share in how you have been learning to come out of the shadow and into alight of awareness
throughout this year so far?
When the Moon is Full, come into the repose of Ivy: Still Movement. Sit Back and allow
the consciousness of your soul to reveal much to your personality. Sit in such a repose you can feel
the frequency of your soul, Its voice, and the energy of intuitive insight. Let it teach you what you
have learned through your life experiences thus far. Let it reveal the wisdom regarding your passion
and indifference; your joy and joylessness, your ecstasy and your apathetic realities. Let it reveal
to you how you have sown your seeds and reaped far more than you may realize. All is for good
(even if you believe it has not been). Lessons have been learned, wisdom has been gleaned, insights
of your soul are bringing you to a new level of relating to your higher nature.
The plant of ivy grows and intertwines with what it comes in contact with. Let your
personality come into a deeper and intentional contact with your soul and be intertwined with its
intelligence, its passion, joy, and ecstacy. Let it reveal these qualities to you. In the repose of Still
Movement, what does the gift of observation provide you in learning of the Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy
your Soul carried into this life time for you to use and what is the Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy you, at
the personality level, providing your soul? Take you time to relax, allow, and learn. Don’t rush into
a meditation. Don’t quickly contemplate. Be in a very sacred time/no time with your Soul
partnership during this lunar cycle.
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Venus will most assuredly help you! This wonderful vibration also carries sacred
secrets for us to unfold and use. Associated with the Hebrew letter, Daleth, she
reveals she is the Doorway of the Soul. Thus, this active partner of Ivy is quite
willing to help you open the doorway of your soul.
Recall we met with Venus during Willow’s time and we acknowledge during that
time we can “hear the voice of our soul.” Thus, Venus will aid in the progress of
hearing the messages our soul wants to share at this auspicious time of Soul
Relating, Soul Instructing, and Soul Wisdom to be experienced.
As our soul wants to be in a very close relationship with our personal, cognitive self, it is up
to us to recall we are quite in charge and must open the door of our inner consciousness. We must
be willing. We are called to have the intention, integrity, and involvement.
Intention -

Full presence and willingness to enter our inner realm of Soul Self

Integrity -

Strong principle of unification to maintain our wholeness

Involvement - Willingness to experience and participate in the relationship emotionally,
cognitively, and deeply personally

As Venus carries within it the Laws of Creative
Imagination and the Law of Attraction, then we can
activate our imagination and create the temple,
sanctuary, or garden (whatever you want to create) of
our soul’s sacred room. By simply doing this part, we
initiate the energy of attraction and the invitation
initiates the vibration of our soul to participate and
communicate. We can offer questions and enter the
realm of observation in order to hear, feel, and intuit
the information being provided. Above all, set up no
expectation. Be curious and allow your soul to also
create Its sacred way of communicating with you. It
may come by waves of energy flowing through you. It
may be thoughts that are pure messages. It may be moments of knowing exactly what you have been
realizing. Your communication is a sacred and personal relationship. You soul is your cohort of this
incarnation. It is learning and it is teaching. You are learning and you are teaching. What does each
part of you have to share at this time of Still Movement?
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Harvester
Yes, we continue to be The Harvester. This month we are harvesting with the mystery of
our soul. We are harvesting the blessings of wisdom. Ivy can teach us how to hook into our soul
wisdom and grasp the insights it has for us to harvest. When we can move into the wisdom of our
soul, we can be redeemed from the slavery of our fears and falsehoods. We can turn our shadows
to light.
It is time we intertwine with our soul consciousness and lay down a foundation with an
intention to maintain this relationship. Let us not make a desert between our inner and outer reality.
Lets nurture the vine, create a lacework of loops, and vibrant designs that maintain our connection
with the wisdom we have within the core of us. May we hear our soul voice and offer our personal
voice in return through song, mantras, and prayers of honor. May we harvest and apply the wisdom
of our soul to our every day living and then return the harvest to our soul as an honor for how we are
gatherers through our lifetime and always in a firm relationship. We are forever in the looping,
lacing, and union of learning..may we give and receive; receive and give.

Using the Power of Symbols!
It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness. Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon. Shuffle them
and release the energy of the past. Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very intention you
hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy. Then pause in union with body, heart, and mind
where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit. Finally, review the questions below and draw a card
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for each question without turning any card over until all are pulled. Then turn them and review what
your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that will aid unification. Be blessed by your
reading. Awen!

1)

What is the best way to offer yourself sacred soul time?

2)

What is the foundation you need for imaging your soul’s sanctuary?

3)

How will you perform Still Movement?

4)

How will Venus aid you in connecting and interacting with your soul?

5)

What does the doorway of your soul require of you in order to enter?

This month the message is slight of wording, but deep in the breadth of soul crafting and the
power of unity. It has reminded me of a prayer I was inspired to write a few months ago. It actually
was created for a class I am going to be teaching...but have had to keep putting it off. So, I want to
offer it to everyone because it is quite special. It offers us the message of Union; of the Wholeness
of our reality. May you all be blessed by its use. You will find it on the next page.

Love and Warm Blessings,
Katherine
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Oneness Knowing Prayer
Holy One Within Me...you are the advocate, the paraclete,
that serves me in directing my consciousness.
I implore union to occur. One mind, one heart, one body, one
Soul:
One As Spirit, no separation.
No longer simply within me, above me,
below me or around me in order for me to believe in;
but in Oneness Awareness, that I live in knowing.
In this Oneness may I realize the flow of sacredness every
day, every hour, and every moment, in thought, feeling and
through all of my expressions.
I Am One Mind, One Heart, One Body, One Soul
I AM That I AM–One in Knowing !

Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
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All Three are necessary for Onement

Master’s discovered this....are you?
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~ Phases of Ivy ~
New Moon - Sept 25, 4:52: 22 CDT
Crescent Moon - Sept 28
First Quarter Moon - Oct 2
Gibbous Moon - Oct 7
Full Moon - Oct 9 3:54:46 pm CDT (Full Hunter’s Moon)
Disseminating - Oct 13
Last Quarter - Oct 17
Balsamic Moon - Oct 22

New Moon of Reed - October 25 5:48:30 a.m. CDT
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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